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On Mildly Nonlinear Partial Difference Equations of 
Elliptic Type! 

Lipman Bers 2 

The use of t he fini te differences met hod is in solving t he boundary value problem of 
t he first kind for t he nonlinear elliptic equation A</> = F (X,y,</>, </>., cf>u) is justified by first show
ing t hat t he problem of the corresponding difference equat ion has a uniqu e solution, and 
then that t he solution of t he difference e quat ion tends t o that of t he different ial e quation 
when t he net uni t tends t o zero. Also a numerical mcthod of t he Liebmann type for t he 
computa tion of t he solution of t he difference equat ion is deyeloped , and t hese result s are ex
tended to more general nonlinear ellipt ic equat ions. 

1. Introduction 

The method of finite difference is frequently used 
for the numerical treatment of nonlinear partial 
differential equations of elliptic type. A theoretical 
jus tification of this method , however, seems to exist 
in the literature only for the case of linear equations. 
In this note such a justi6.ca tion is given for the 
simplest nonlinear elliptic equation 

(1) 

vVe assume that the partial deriva tive F¢, i non
n egative and the deriva tives F 4>z ' F 4>1I uniformly 
bounded , and approximate the differential equation 
b y the difference equation 

¢ (x+ h,y) + cf> (x,y+ h) + cf> (x - h,y) + ¢(x,y - h) - 4¢(x,y) 
h2 

- F { A. ( ) cf>(x+ h,y)- ¢(x - h,y) 
- X, y ,'t' X, y , 2h ' 

¢(x,y+ h)- cf> (X,y - h) } . (2) 
2h 

We shall show that the first boundary value problem 
for this difference equation possesses a unique solu
tion that can be computed by a Liebmann i teration 
method, and we shall estimate the difference between 
this solution and the olution of the boundary value 
problem for the differential equation. 

These results extend almos t at once to the case 
when a more sophisticated difference equation is 
used to approximate (1) , and also, due to a recent 
r esult by Motzkin and Wasow, to the elliptic equa
t ion 

a(x,y) cf>zz+ 2b (x,y) cf>zv+ c(x,y) ¢1111= F (x,y,cf>, cf>z,cf>y) . 

E xtensions to higher dimensions and to other nets 
are also immediate. On the other hand, our method 
is t ied to the maximum-principle; it does not apply 
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to such important quasi-linear equations as the 
equation of minimal surfaces or the equation of ga 
dynamics. 

We state explicitly that the rea oning reproduced 
below involves only a s traightforward application of 
familiar arguments. In section 3, in particular, we 
paraphrase well-known facts in a form suitable for 
our purpo e . 

2 . Notations 

We d eno te by n a fixed bounded domain in the 
(x,y)-plane. n is the clo ure and n/ the boundary of 
n. F (x,y,z,p ,q) denotes a fixed continuou function 
defined for (X,y)EQ and all z, p , q. We a sume that 
the partial derivatives F z , F p , Fa exist and sa tisfy 
the inequali ties 

Fz~ O , 

Set 
IFpl, !Fa I ~A< + a). 

L [ cf>] = D. cf> - F(x,y,cf>,¢z, cf>y) , 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

where D. is the Laplace operator (D.cf> = cf>zz+ ¢vv) . L et 
v(x,y) be a fixed continuous function defined on Q. 
Boundary value problem P consists in finding a func
tion ¢ (x,y) continuou on n and twice continuou ly 
differentiable in n such that 

L [¢]= O in n, cf>= v on n/. (6) 

It is lmown that this problem has at most one 
solution, and that a solution exists under appropriate 
smoothness hypotheses. 

We approximate L by a difference operator Lh 
defined (for h> O) by 

L h[cf>]= D.h[<t>]- F { x,y ,cf>,Dh,z[cf>],Dh,v[cf>] }, (7) 

where 

D.h[cf> (x,y)]= 

cf>(x+ h,y)+ cf> (x,y + h)+ cf>(x - h,y)+ cf>(x,y - h)- 4¢(x,Y) 
h2 ' 

(8) 
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D ["'(x )]= ¢(x+ h,y)-cf>(x- h,y), 
",X '!' ,y 2h 

¢(x,y+ h) - ¢(x,y- h) 
2h 

(9) 

Let P o bc the point with the coordinates (xo,yo). 
The points (xo+ h,Yo), (xo, yo+ h), (xo - h,Yo) , (xo,yo-h) 
will be called the h-neighbors of Po and will be de
noted by P OI, ' , "P04 ' A lattice domain Q" is a 
set of points, P I, ' , " P N , situated in Q, having 
coordinates that are integral multiples of h, and such 
that all points P iV , i = l , ' , ., N; p= l , ' .. , 4 
belong to n, Neighbors of points of Q" that are not 
themselves points of Q" form the boundary Q~ of Qh' 

We denote the points of Q~ by P N +I , ' •. , PM, 
and the union of Q" and Q~ by nh , If Q,. is fixed , and 
X is a function defined on nh , we denote the value of X 
at a point Pi (or at a point P iV ) by Xi (or Xi')' We 
also set 

where 

D ["'] - ¢i1 - ¢ i3 
h,x '!' i - 2h ' 

D ["' ,]= ¢ i2-¢'!. 
h,Y'!" 2h 

(8') 

(9') 

The boundary-value problem Ph (for some fixed 
Q h) consists in determining a function ¢ defined on 
n" such that 

i = I, ... ,N; 

From now on we assume that h is so small that at 
least one Q h exists, and that 

(11) 

where I} is some fixed number, 

3. An Inequality 

In this section we recall some properties of the 
linear difference operator 

with 

l,,[¢ i] = 6 h [¢i] + (X jD" .X[¢ i] + (3iD h ,II[¢ t] -'Y t¢i, (12) 

'Yi~O. 

(13) 

(14) 

In particular, we want to establish the existence of 
a constant 

0 = O(A,I},d) , (15) 

depending only on A, I} and the diameter d of Q such 
that the inequality 

max!l" l¢ l ~ 0 max!l"l lh[¢] I + max!l..;l¢l (16) 

holds jor every junction ¢ defined on n". 
We observe first that the equation 

i = I , .. "N, 

may be written in the form 

where 

Since 

i= I , .. . ,N, 

Ai2=i( 1+~(3) 
Ai4=i( 1-~{3} 

A iV ~i (1-1}» 0, 

(18) implies that 

{ 
~max (¢il, ... , ¢i4) 

¢ t 
~min (¢i1' ... , ¢i4) 

if ¢j~O 

if ¢i~O 

and the equality sign in (19) holds only if ¢tI= 
= ¢ l4, 'Yi¢t= O. 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

Let m and M be the minimum and maximum of a 
solution of (17). If M > O and ¢ = M at a point P i 
of Q h, then q>=M at all neighbors of P I, at all neigh
bors of neighbors, etc. Hence ¢ = M at a point of 
Q~. A similar argument holds if m < O. Thus 

mineO, min!l~¢)~¢ , ~max(O, max!l~ q», i= 1, .. . ,N, 

and, in particular, 

Consider now the boundary value problem 

lh[¢ i]= k t , i = I,.", N; 

It is equivalent to the system 

i= I , .. . ,N, 

(2 0) 

(2 1) 

where the matrices (Lt S) and (uii) depend only on 
l" and Q". In view of (21) the homogeneous system 
(k = 0, v = 0) has only the trivial solution. Hence 
the " Green matrix" (Gt}) = (Vj) -1 of In in Q" exists, 
and the unique solution of (22) is given by . 

i= I, .. . ,N, 
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I where 

we call (r if) the "Green boundary matrix" of lh' 
Thus every function defined on nh satisfies tbe 
identity 

i= l, .. . ,N, 

and bence the inequality 

maxn,I tf> 1 ~CI maxQh llh[<P] I + czmaxll;I <p 1 

with 
, 

N 
CI = max ~ I GiSI , 

8= 1 

M 
cz = max ~ Ir 1jl. 

j= N + l 

(23) 

(24) 

Let <P be a solution of (22) with kl= O, V1= 01l 
(Kronecker 0). Then <P i= r l!. By property (20) of 
solutions of (17), O~<p i ~l, i= 1,2, ... , N. Thus 

I r il ? ° for all i, l. Next let <P be a solu tion of (22) 
with ki= O, VN+l = ... = 'VM = 1. Then 

M M 

CPl = ~ r i1= ~ Ir i1 1, 
j=N+l j=N+l 

and by property (20) of solutions of (17), O~<Pi ~1. 
Hence, 

(25) 

Now let <P be the solution of (22) with ki= oj/, vJ= O, 
so that <Pi= Gi l. Let 11k denote the lattice domain 
obtained froin nh by removing P I. Assume that 
<PI> O. In 11h we have that lh[<P] = O, so that by (20) ° ~ <P i ~CPI, i ,c.l. In particular, ° ~ <Pl. ~ <PI, V= 1,2,3,4 . 
But lk[<PI] = 1, so that 

~2 +( 1 + ~2 'YI) CPI = ~ A I·<PI . ~ <PI, 

which i absurd. Hence CPI~O, and again by (20) 
CPi ~ ° for i ,c.l. Hence 

(26) 

Now et 

and let Gil, rit , CI, C2 be defined as before, with lh 
replaced by z". Let cP have the same meaning as 
before, and let ~ be the solution of the boundary 
value problem 

f,;[¢;] = oj/, i= 1, ... ,N; 

-;;,= 0, j= N + 1, ... , M . 
Then 
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and since for i=l, . .. , N 

lh[<P i--;;i] = lh [<p t] - {lh [-;; i ] - 'Y i¢ i} = 'Yt¢i ~ 0, 

N 

CPi- ¢i= L:, GiS 'Ys¢s?' 0. 
8= 1 

(28) 

Let iI>(x,Y) be a continuous positive function defined 
on n for which l,,[iI>] > 0, and 

We have that 

max~ iI> ~ O(A,e,d). 
minnh lh [iI>] 

(29) 

i=l, . .. ,N, 

and as the term on the left-hand side i po itive, 

Noting that C2 ~ 1, we obtain the inequality 

N 
{ minnhlh[iI>] } L:, I GiSI ~maxii iI>, 

8= 1 

which implies that 

(30) 

From (23), (25) , (28) and (30) the assertion (16) 
follows. 

We conclude the proof by exhibiting a function 
iI>(x,Y) having the desired property (without aiming 
at the best possible value of 0). Without loss of 
generality we assume that n is located within the 
strip ° ~x ~d. 

If Ad< 2, we set iI>(x,Y) = [x - (d/2)j2 . Then 

so that in n:lh[iI>] ? 2- Ad, and of course iI> ~d2/4. 
Hence in this case (29) holds with 0 = d2/4[2 - Ad]. 
If Ad> 2, set 

A (3e - e2) J.L = g tanh - l - 2- , iI>(x, y )=el'X. 

Then maxiiiI> ~ ep.d and 

Llh[iI>] = 4el'X [sinh rh/2)J, 
Dh,x[iI>] = 2e1'X [sinh ;;h/2)] cosh (J.Lh/2), D h,v[iI>] = 0, 



so that 

-Z > 2 px sinh (J1.h) [ tanh (J1.h j Z) 
11_ e J1. J1.h . h 

B ecause (tanh m~ is a decreasing func tion of ~, the 
expression in the brackets is, for O"::;' h "::;'28jA , not 
less than 

tanh (J1.8jA) A A 
Z8jA Z"::;'4 (1- 8), 

so that 

111[~J 2:A2(;;8) tanh-I C8 Z 82} 

Thus (29) holds again with 

{ Ad (38- 82)} Z8exp 8 tanh-I - 2-
0 = 2 • 

A 2(1 - 8) tanh-I C8 Z 8) 

4 . Existence and Uniqueness of the 
Solution of the Difference Equation 

The inequality 

maxn,l cf} - cfP I..::;. 0 max!l, IL" [cf>TJ - L" [cf>IIJ I 

+ maxn.d cf>I _ cf>II I (3 1) 

holds for any two functions defined on Q II' 

In fact, by the mean-value theorem, the function 
¢=cfi - cf>II satisfies the difference equation 

where I II is defined by (12) with 

Zi= TiCP!+ (1- T,) cf>fl, 

Pt= Zlh {Tt(cf>ll- cf>la)+ (1- Ti) (cf>g- cpm }, 

qt=2\ {Tt (cf>f2- cf>l4)+(1- Ti) (cf>n- cf>m } , 

the T; being numbers such that O"::;'Ti"::;' 1. Since 
conditions (13), (14) are satisfied, inequality (16) is 
applicable and yields (31) . 

It follows from (3 1) that problem Ph has at most one 
solu tion. 

Set 
O2 = maxo IF(x,y,O,O,O) I. (3 2) 

Then IL II(0)1"::;'02, so that applying (3 1) to an arbi
trary function cf> = cf>I and to the function cf>II = O, we 
obtain 

Jor every function defined on nh • 

In particular, a solution cf> of Ph satisfies the in
equality 

maxQhl cf> I..::;. K = 002+maxn!vl. (34) 

Now let (GiS) and (r ii) be the Green matrix and 
the Green boundary matrix of the operator t:. 11 for 
the domain QII, and define the continuous transforma-

--. --. 
tion cf>* = T t( cf» in the N-dimensional (cf>1J ... , CPN) 
space by the equations 

N 

cf>7= cf>i- t"'52 GiSF { Xi,Yi, cf> i, D ",x [cf> i], D",v[cf> i] } 
8=1 

i= 1, ... , N, (35) 

where t is a real parameter, ° ..::;.t..::;.1. A point 
--. 
cf> = (cf>I, .. . , CPN) taken by this transformation into 
the origin is a solution of the boundary value problem 

t:. h[cf> ;] - tF{ Xi,y ;, cf> i,D ", x[cf> iJ ,Dh, y[cf> i] } = 0, 
i= l , ... , N, CP j=Vj, j = N + 1, .. . , M. (36) 

Let S denote the domain cf>~ + ... + cf>;" "::;'NK2 + 1. 
By virtue of (34) no point of the boundary S' of S 
is taken into the origin by T t • H ence the d egree of 
the mapping T t of S at the origin (that is the N-di
mensional solid angl under which the image T t(S' ) 
is seen from the origin , divided by the measure of the 
N-dimensional unit sphere) is well defined . Since 
Tt depends continuously on t, this degree is in
dependent of t . For t = ° the mapping To is a transla-

M 
tion which takes the point cpo, with cp?= "'52 r iiVj of 

j=N+l 

S into the origin. H ence the degree is 1. Thus for 

t= 1 at least one point ; of S satisfies T1(;) = 0, and 
problem P II has a solution. 

A somewhat longer but constructive existence 
proof will be given later. 

5 . Convergence of the Solution of the Differ· 
ence Equation to that of the Differential 
Equation 

We assume now that problem P has a solution 
cf>(x,y). 

Let w(7) ) be th e modulus of continuity of cf>(x,Y) 
in n, that is, 

W(7) ) = l.u.b ·1 cp(x,y) - cf>(x' ,y' ) 1 for 

(x,y) ,(x' ,y' ) En, 
By W ~2) (7)),m ~2) we d enote the maximum of the moduli 
of continuity and of the absolute values, respectively, 
of the second d erivative of cf>(x,y) in the closed 
subdomain of Q consisting of all points in Q having 
a distance not less than il> O from Q'. m ~2) and 
(for a fixed 7»0)wl2) (7)) are nonincreasing functions 
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of 0. Set 

lim m ~2) = m (2) , 
01--+0 

If the second derivatives of cf>(x,y) are continuou in 
a, then m(2)< + OJ and W ~2) (1))_~0 for 1)~0. If cf>(x,y) 
possesses continuous partial derivatives of the third 
or fourth order, we define m ~3), m (3) , m ~4) , m(4) in a 
similar manner. Finally, we denote by w* (1)) the 
modulus of continuity of v(x,y) in n. 

Let \1" be a lattice domain uch that (i) every 
point of \1~ has a distance not exceeding ~ from some 
point of \1' , (ii) a" is contained in a closed subdomain 
of n having a distance not less than 0> 0 from \1'. 
We denote by cf> (h,., 01) the solution of problem Ph for 
this domain. 

Let P j be a point of \1~, By virtue of (i) there 
exists a point (x,y) of \1' such that 

Since cf>/ h,.,.) = Vj, cf>(x,y) = v(x,y), we have that 

From Taylor's formula and condition (ii) it follows 
easily that for every point P I of \1", 

o that 

IF{ Xi,YI, cf> I,D ",x [cf> ;] ,D ".u [cf> I] } 

Also 
- { F(x,y,cf>,cf>x, cf>u) } II :::; 2Am ~2) h. 

(39) 

Since L [cf>] = 0, 

maxo" I L h[cf>] I :::;2Am ~2) h+ 2w ~2) (h). 

Inequality (3 1) now yields the estimate 

maxo"I cf> (h, E,.) - cf> 1 :::; 2 C[m ~2) 10 
+w ~2) (h) ] + w(~)+ w*(~). (40) 

This relation shows that cf> can be approximated by 
cf> (h,.,.) with any desired degree oj accuracy. In fact , 
let 7] < 0 be given. We determine an ~<O so that 
WeE) + W*(E) :::; 7]/2 and choose a closed subdomain 
a* of \1 such that every boundary point of a* has a 
distance not exceeding E from some point of \1'. For 
every 71,> 0 let \1" consist of all points in the interior 
\1 * of Q* whose coordinates are integral multiples of 
10 and whose h-neighbors belong to Q*. L et 0 be the 
(posi tive) distance of Q* to n'. We choose 10 so 
small that 2C[m ~2) h+ w ~2) (h)] ~ 7]/2 . Then 

If the partial derivative of cf> (x,y) of the third 
order exist and are continuous in \1, we may r eplace 
(38), (39) by 

ID ",x [cf> I] - (cf>x) II , ID h,v[ cf>1] - (cf>y) II:::; tmp) 71,2, (38' ) 

It.,,[ cf>1]- (t.cf» il :::; i m (NL, (39' ) 

and instead of (40) we obtain the es timate 

maxo. lcf> (h, .,.) - cf> I :::; tCmp) (Ah2+ 21o) + W(E) + W*(E). 

(40') 

If cf>(x,y) possesses continuous derivatives of order 
four, (39') may be replaced by 

It.h[cf>;] - (t.cf» II :::; tm,(4) 102, (39") 

o that in tead of (40') we obtain 

max{J.I cf> (I', .,.) - cf> 1 ~ tC(2mp) + m,(4)) 102+ w(E) + W* (E). 

(40") 

If the derivatives of cf> (x, y) (of order 2, 3, 4, re pec
tively) are continuous in n, condition (ii) is superflu
ous. W e may drop the uperscript and subscript 0 
in (40), (40'), (40") and obtain, for h--?O, E--?O, 
uniform convergence of cf> (h,.) to cf>. In fact if all 
point of n~ are on \1' the terms with E disappear 
and we have, say in the case m (4) < + OJ, that 
Icf> (h) - cf> 1=0(h2). 

All preceding estimate involve (ex) , ome a priori 
estimates for the solution of P, «(3) the exact solution 
of P", Without some a priori information on the 
solution of the differential equation, however, its 
approximation by the solution of the difference equa
tion can never be estimated . On the other hand, 
the difference between an exact and an approximate 
solution of the difference equation (and only approxi
mate solutions can be obtained in practice) can be 
estimated at onee by means of (3 1). 

6 . Solution of the Difference Equation 
~ by Iterations 
~ 

In this section we describe an effective m ethod for 
solving problem Ph, and at the arne time obtain a 
constructive existence proo}. 

Define (for i = 1,2, ... , N ) 

j ( . )-1 )-2 )-3 1-4) _ +71,2 F( rl - r 3 r 2-r4) 
i z ,~ , ~ ,~,~ -Z "4 XI,YI,Z, ~'~ . 

Then 

ojl= 1+ 102 F oz 4 z 

is nonnegative, so that there exists functions 

(41) 

(42) 

(43) 
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such that 

(44) 

Also set 

sM I , •• • ,?;4)= g; (~ti ?; p;?;I, ... , ?; 4} (45) 

Let cP be a function defined on nil and satisfying 
the boundary condition cPj= Vj, j = N + 1, . .. , M. 
It satisfies the equation L ,,[cpt1 = O, i = l, . .. , N 
and is a solution of P" if, and only if, 

1 4 
j i(CPi;CPH, . . ',CPH) = "4 ~ CPi', 

that is, if 

i=I" . . ,N, 

i = I, ... , N. (46) 

N ow let cp (O) by any function in '5" satisfying the 
boundary condition and let the functions cp(l), 
cp (2), ... , be defined by either of the two following 
iteration schemes. (A), set 

i = l , ... ,N (47) 

j = N + l , . .. , M . 

(B), set 

i = 1, ... , N, (48) 

where 

{
A. !n+lJ if p . = P and J' <o' ... 'f'"." H' j (I, 

CPi'= 
cpI~J otherwise, 

j = N + l , .. . , M . 

tives are evaluated at a point (?; 1, .. " ?;4), 

By (41), (44), (45), 

oj. oG= 1 
OZ oZ ' 

so that by (42) 

OS i 
! (1-~ F) 4 2 p 

0.\1 h2 
l+'4Fz 

OS i ~(l+~Fp) 
0?;3 h2 

1+'4Fz 

Hence 

oj; og; + oj; = 0 
OZ O?;' 0.\' , 

~{~=- ~{!=i F g, 

OS i 
!(I-~F) 4 2 q , 

0?;2 h2 

l+'4Fz 

OS ; ~ (1+~ Fq) , 
0?;4 1+h2 F 

4 z 

OSi>O 
0.\' - , 

. and setting 

it follows from (49) that 

, 

(51) 

If the sequence { cp (n)} converges, then the limit Setting 
function is a solution of P h, for S; is a continuous 1nn+l= maxn,,! cp (n+I)_ cp (nJ!, (52) 
function of its arguments. 

In the case of the Laplace difference equation, (A ) we conclude from (50) that 
corresponds to the difference equation of heat con-
duction whose solution converges to that of the 1nn+1 ~ p1nn, 

Laplace equation for n -o> <Xl (n being interpreted so that 
as time), and (B ) is the well-lmownLiebmann method. 

We assume now that (3) is replaced by the stronger 1nn ~ p n- I1n1 , 

condition and for p> l , 
(49) 

and prove that procedure (B) converges. The proof 
for (A ) is practically the same. 

where the asterisk indicates that the partial deriva-

which implies the existence of 

cp = lim cp (n). 
n .... '" 

Also, by (46), (48), 
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where the double asterisk indicates that the partial and satisfying the following condition : 
derivatives are evaluated at a point W, ... , r4), 

rv= 'Ticp;n.) + (1 - 'T i) CP i., 

Hence, setting 

we have that J.L n+1 ~PJ1.n' so that 

(53) 

(54) 

ince J1.o can be estimated by means of (31), we can 
determine a priori how many steps are needed in 
order to obtain cP with a desired degree of accuracy. 

N ow we drop assumption (49) and set (for 11> 0) 

L~~) [cp t] = L h [ <l>t1 + I1CP /· 

Let Let cp (~) be the solution of the boundary value 
problem 

L~~) [cP i] = O , i = l , ... , N; 

CPj =Vj, j = N + 1, .. . , M. 

This solution exi ts by virtue of the preceding result. 
Appl ing (33) with Lh replaced by L,~~), we conclude 
that cp (~) I ~K, so that I Lh[ CPi(~ ) J I= hCPi(~) I ~ J{I1 . By (3 1) 

maxn.ICP(~') - <I> (~") I ~2CJ{(I1' + 1)"), 

so that 
cp = l im cP (~) 

1)---' a> 

exists. It is clear that cP is a solution of Ph. Al 0 , 
by (3 1), 

(55) 

Since <I>(~) can b e computed by procedures (A) or (B), 
we have an effective method of solving Ph in all cases. 

7 . Extension 

Let a(x,Y) , b(x,y), c(x,Y) be continuous functions 
defined in Q. 

Set 
ac- b2>0. 

A[cp] = a<l>xx+ 2bcpxv+ccpyy, 

L [<I>] = A[cp] - F (x,y,cp, CPx' CP ll) ' 

(56) 

(57) 

(58) 

With this new operator L we can state problem P. 

Motzkin and Wasow* showed that (t being a 
sufficiently large positive integer depending on A) 
A can be approximated by a difference operator 
Ah(h> O) defined by 

1 t 
Ah[<I>] = h<f;-t pTS(X, y)cp(x +rh,y +sh), 

*J. Math. Phys. 31 (1953). 

Ah[CP] = A [<I>] if cp(x,y) is a polynomial of second 
degree, (59) 

p"(x,y»O for (r,s)r£(O,O), (60) 

1 
O< T.T::;; L: pTS(x, y)::;;K1• 

fl.} (r,8);o' (0,0) 
(61) 

Applying (59) to cp = l we have that 

pOO(x,y) = - L: pTS(X, y) < O. (62) 
(r,8) =(0,0) 

If cp(x,y) has continuous derivatives of the second 
order whose moduli of continuity do not exceed 
W (2) (1)), then 

(63) 

and if <I> (x,y) has partial derivatives of the third 
order bounded in modulus by m (3), then 

(63 ') 

Under the hypotheses that the fourth order dm'iva
tives exist and are bounded by m (4) in modulus this 
can be improved to 

provided Ah satisfies the additional condition 

Ah[CP) = 0 if <I>(x,Y) is a homogeneou 
polynomial of degree 3. 

All this follows easily from Taylor'S theorem. 

(63") 

(64) 

Once Ah has been chosen, it is easy to find differ
ence operators 

satisfying the conditions 

(J00(x,y) = TOO(X,y) = 0, (65) 

and approximating CPx, CPv in the sen e that 

D h,x[cp] = CPx ,D h,v[cp] = CPvfor every linear function cp(x,y), 
(67) 

We have that 
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L 

if cp(x,Y) has continuous partial derivatives with 
moduli of continuity bounded by well ('1]), 

if the second derivatives exist and are bounded by 
m el) in absolute value. 
If 

D h,x [CP] = D h,y [CP] = 0 for every homogeneous quadratic 
polynomial cp(x,Y), (69) 

then, under the hypothesis of (63'), 

iDh,x[cp] - CPxi,iDh,v[cp]- cp yi ~WKlK2m (3) h2 . (68" ) 

We approximate L by the difference operator 

LetPo be the point (xo,Yo) , We order the T = 4t(t+ 1) 
points (xo + 1'h,Yo+ sh), where 1',s= O, ± I, . .. , ± t, 
and (1',s ) ~ (0,0) lexicographically with respect to 
(1',s) and denote them by POI, . , ., POT. These 
points shall be called the h-neighbors of Po. The 
new definition of neighbors leads to a new definition 
of the boundary n~ of a lattice domain nh , and having 
this new definition, we can state the boundary value 
problem Ph for the operator L" defined by (70) . 

We make now two remarks concerning the linear 
difference operator 

ubject to conditions (13) , (14). 
(1) Set 

with 

In fact , applying (57) to cp = 1, we see that 

'J:rrT8 (x,y) ='J:TT8 (X,Y) = 0, 

(72) 

(73) 

(74) 

so that III can be written in the form (73) with 

where P i,= (xi+rh,Yi+ sh) , (1',s ) = (1',s )" By virtue 
of (61), (66), condition (72) implies (74) . 

(2) Let Ih denote the operator (71) with "1 1= 0. 
There exists a continuous function cp(x,Y) defined in 
Q and positive constants h2' C such that for 0< h< h2 

maxiicp(x,Y) <C. 
mino r,. [cp(x ,y)]-

(75) 

In fact, assume (without loss of generality) that 
Q is contained in th e domain O~x~d, and set 
cp = eI'X, J..L> O. By (63') , (68' ) we have that 

Zh[cp(X,y)] ~ a(x,Y) J..L2eI'X - ist3KJ/}ep.dh 
- A J..L eI'X - 2A2t2 KJ{2J..L2ellilh . 

If we first choose a fixed J..L such that 

J..L2 mini! a(x,Y) - J..LA> I, 

we can determine a h2 such that for h< h2,lh[cp(X,Y) ]<t. 
Then (75) holds with C= 2elld , 

Using these two remarks and assuming that 
h< min (h l ,h2) , all considerations of sections 3 to 6 
can be repeated with only minor and obvious modi
fications, Inequality (16) holds with the C deter
mined above, and so does (31 ) , This inequality 
implies the uniqueness and existenee of a solution of 
Ph' This solution ean be computed effectively by 
the method of section 5, and its deviation from the 
solution of P can be estimated as in section 5, using 
inequalities (63), (68), 

We note that the ease in which eq (1 ) is approx
imated not by (2) but by a more sophisticated 
difference equation is included in the preceding 
discussion. 

Los ANGELES, October 9, 1952. 
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